Radical prostatectomy using the laparoscopic and robot-assisted approach lacks tactile feedback. Without palpation, the surgeon needs an affordable imaging technology which can be easily incorporated into the laparoscopic surgical procedure, allowing for precise real time intraoperative tumor localization that will guide the extent of surgical resection. Ultrasound elastography (USE) is a novel ultrasound imaging technology that can detect differences in tissue density or stiffness based on tissue deformation. USE was evaluated here as an enabling technology for image guided laparoscopic prostatectomy. USE using a 2D Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm was applied on data from ex vivo human prostate specimens. It proved consistent in identification of lesions; hard and soft, malignant and benign, located in the prostate's central gland or in the peripheral zone. We noticed the 2D DP method was able to generate low-noise elastograms using two frames belonging to the same compression or relaxation part of the palpation excitation, even at compression rates up to 10%. Good preliminary results were validated by pathology findings, and also by in vivo and ex vivo MR imaging. We also evaluated the use of ultrasound elastography for imaging cavernous nerves; here we present data from animal model experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death and the most common cancer detected in men in the United States. During 2007 an estimated 218,900 new cases of prostate cancer were diagnosed in the United States, and approximately 27,050 men died of prostate cancer during the same year. 1 Mortality rates have been declining since the mid-1990s, as great strides have been made in both diagnosis and treatment; physicians are able to screen today more patients and therefore detect prostate cancer in their early stages, which are largely cured by surgical intervention. Radical prostatectomy (RP), the modality of treatment which has been shown to improve cancer survival, 2 is a surgical procedure with a goal of complete cancer resection, thus theoretically eliminating the chance for recurrence. Open radical prostatectomies are associated with loss of blood and lengthy recovery times. Laparoscopic radical prostatectomies (LRP) on the other hand, have a very steep learning curve, lack 3-D visualization and use rigid, stick-like instruments which hinder the dissection.
A third technique has recently emerged; laparoscopy using the daVinci Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA). The surgical robot introduces many benefits, including three-dimensional visualization, higher magnification, hand tremor elimination and refined dexterity by incorporating wristed instrumentation. Roboticassisted laparoscopic prostatectomy (RALP) strives to maximize tumor resection and nerve preservation and it is rapidly becoming the preferred surgical approach. The percentage of RPs performed with robotic assistance is increasing as growing numbers of patients diagnosed with clinically localized prostate cancer allow the standardization of this surgical procedure. In 2005, approximately 8000 prostate glands were removed robotically;
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Technique.. this number representing more than 10% of all RPs performed that year. In 2007, this number was expected by some to reach 50,000.
3 Systematic reviews from the last 2 (two) years 4, 5 have found that RALP is a feasible procedure with a short learning curve, limited blood loss, less post-operative pain, favorable complication rates, and short hospital stay. The lack of tactile feedback is however, one theoretical disadvantage that has been raised with regards to robotic surgery. In open radical prostatectomy, manual palpation is the gold standard in tumor detection. 6 The surgeon feels the periphery of the prostate gland with his or her fingers. Without tactile feedback, a robotic surgeon is unable to appreciate differences in tissue texture or firmness along the prostate surface and therefore may not be able to tailor the extent of tissue excision around the cancerous prostate gland. The inability to identify intra-operatively the cancerous lesions can result in a positive surgical margin (PSM) which is highly associated with cancer recurrence. PSM rates were initially higher in RALP than in the open procedure but they have been shown to decrease in RALP with surgeon's experience and perfected technique. There is a need for real-time intraoperative guidance in laparoscopic prostatectomies. Imaging modalities like MRI or CT are not feasible intraoperatively. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) is routinely used in prostate cancer diagnostic, in conjunction with digital rectal examination and biopsies. One center reported recently 7, 8 their attempt to use real-time TRUS for monitoring and guidance during LRP. The authors reported technical feasibility and enhanced precision proven by decreased rates of PSMs in their center. TRUS was capable of imaging a substantial percent of nonpalpable prostate cancers. The authors recognized however, the limitations of real-time TRUS guidance; it requires considerable prior expertise and tends to identify primarily hypoechoic lesions, which were just 47% of the cancer nodules studied.
8 Recent prostate cancer patients are more likely to present with echogenic or isoechoic lesions because of a shift toward smaller, early-stage cancers;
9, 10 classic B-mode gray-scale US alone cannot identify these lesions.
Real-time intraoperative imaging guidance is needed for identifying not only the contours of the tumor but also the precise anatomic course of the cavernous nerves with respect to the underlying prostatic tissue ( Figure  1 ). The cavernous nerves travel along the posterior-lateral wall of the prostate gland within the neurovascular bundle (NVB). Their course runs along the posterior aspect of the prostate. The two distinct areas from which prostatic nerves leave the gland are thought to be the superior and inferior pedicles; these are the first sites of extra-prostatic spread of cancer. The nervous endings are very small and their trajectory varies from patient to patient making them hard to identify even in the open procedure.
11 Nerves could be spared if no cancer is detected adjacent to them, thus preserving potency, a desirable outcome. 12 Results are mixed or there is still insufficient data with regard to recovery of erectile function from RALP as compared to open prostatectomy. 4 Using TRUS and color Doppler ultrasonography (CDUS), Ukimura et al 7, 8 attempted to spare the cavernous nerves. CDUS was helpful in identifying the blood vessels of the NVB; the authors were however unable to identify the nerves so they operated under the principle introduced by Lepor et al 13 that cavernous nerves are usually situated lateral to the vessels, inside the bundle. An imaging technology is needed which is able to visualize the cavernous nerves, thus guiding the surgeon to more appropriate nerve-sparing resection planes.
Elastography is a novel ultrasound imaging technology that can detect differences in tissue density or stiffness based on tissue deformity. Attempts have been made to evaluate the use of elastography for prostate tumor detection using a transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) transducer with promising results.
14 A laparoscopic ultrasound (LUS) probe integrated with the Da Vinci robot was recently used for image guided hepatic cancer surgery, 15 encouraging us to pursue a similar avenue for laparoscopic (robotic) prostatectomy. Integrating elastography technology with a LUS probe will give the surgeons the imaging modality so far missing. This paper describes the experimental design and preliminary results of an ongoing study evaluating the diagnostic accuracy and efficacy of using ultrasound elastography to identify the number and precise sites of cancerous nodules at the surface of the prostate gland, through direct contact with the ex vivo specimen. We also present preliminary results from a study attempting to image cavernous nerves in an animal model using ultrasoundelastography.
ULTRASOUND ELASTOGRAPHY
Elastography, the computation of the spatial variation of elastic modulus of tissue, is an emerging medical imaging method with various medical applications such as tumor detection. 16 Researchers usually acquire RFmode ultrasound data from a tissue in both rested and stressed states, estimate the induced strain distribution by tracking speckle motion, and finally produce a first order estimate of the Young's modulus sufficient to describe the elastic properties of (practically uncompressible) soft tissues. Estimating the local strain is the critical step which requires a high level of accuracy, since the amplitude of tissue deformation is small. In 17 small displacements between ultrasonic image pairs which were acquired under a varying axial deformation of the tissue translate into estimates of local displacements of tissue based on correlation analysis of radiofrequency (RF) echoes. Other groups have used iterative phase-based deformation estimation methods 18 .
19
Pellot-Barakat et al. 20 have proposed minimizing an energy function that combines constraints of conservation of echo amplitude and displacement continuity. Here we briefly review the 2D strain imaging technique based on minimizing a similar cost function using Dynamic Programming (DP) for image matching.
21, 22 DP has been cited as an efficient non-iterative method for global optimization. 
2D displacement estimation
Two echo signals g(i) and g (i) corresponding to two A-lines acquired before and after compression are considered, each signal sampled at i = 1, 2 · · · m. For ultrasound images consisting of n A-lines, the distance between the pre and post compression signals Δ, can be quantified using sum of absolute differences (SAD):
where 
The cost function at the ith sample of the jth A-line, and the associated axial and lateral displacements d a , d l are 
DP Results
For experimental evaluation we palpated a breast elastography phantom (CIRS, Norfolk, VA) with a lesion of 10mm diameter and three times stiffer than the background. RF data was acquired from an Antares Siemens system (Issaquah, WA) with a 7.27MHz linear array at a sampling rate of 40MHz. Strain images were also calculated using the 1D and 2D DP technique. Signal to noise ratio (SNR) and contrast to noise ratio (CNR) were calculated according to Ophir et al. In consecutive images the DP methods perform well, even as the axial compression and attendant non-axial motion increase. The histogram of Figure 2 (c) shows CNR values for both DP methods. The SNR metric was calculated in a small window located at the top center of the image, where strain is approximately constant. Figure 2 (d) shows that the DP methods have high dynamic range, an important elastography performance metric. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Patients diagnosed with prostate cancer and candidates for prostatectomy were prospectively enrolled into our study, following an informed consent approved by the Institutional Review Board. One of the objectives of our study is to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy and efficacy of using elastography to identify and precisely localize cancer nodules of the surface of the prostate gland. Patients enrolled in our study undergo pre-operative MRI at 3 Tesla magnetic field strength. Once the prostate is surgically removed (by robotic prostatectomy procedure) the specimen is evaluated ex-vivo at ultra high-resolution MRI at 9.4 Tesla to correlate the results to in-vivo pre-operative imaging. Ultrasound elastography is then performed by an experienced radiologist blinded to the surgeon's findings or pathology report. Two elastography methods are used: Siemens Antares eSieT ouch T M Elasticity Imaging (EI) module online and our DP elastography method offline, using collected RF data. Finally, each prostate specimen undergoes routine pathologic processing and analysis with the histologic findings serving as the "gold standard" to determine the presence and location of any cancerous nodules along the prostate surface. The accuracy and efficacy of elastography is therefore determined by comparison first with the histologic findings noted by the pathologist and then also with both in-vivo and ex-vivo MRI findings. The size of suspicious nodules on elastography is compared to the histologically determined size of cancerous nodules and MRI. Our results are based on analysis of N=9 target areas in the prostate gland from N=6 patients enrolled so far into the elastography analysis arm.
For our animal experiment, adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Breeding Laboratories, Wilmington, MA, USA) weighing 300-350 grams were used. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine guidelines for animal care and use. Animals were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of a mixture of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg). The rats were secured in the supine position while the prostate was exposed via a midline abdominal incision. The cavernous nerves arising from each major pelvic ganglion situated dorsolateral to the prostate was identified and exposed ( Figure 7 ). Ultrasound elastography was performed using the same two methods as in the prostae study. Additional Color Doppler data was collected for verification purposes. At the completion of the study, the rats were euthanized by intracardiac injection of potassium chloride while under anesthesia, consistent with the recommendations of the Panel of Euthanasia of the American Veterinary Medical Association. We report results from imaging N=6 cavernous nerves isolated from N=4 animal subjects.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ex-vivo Human Prostate Experiment
Ultrasound B-mode, RF and elastography data were recorded in freshly resected human prostate specimens. RF acquisition was conducted using a Siemens Antares US scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc. Ultrasound Division, Issaquah, WA) with an ultrasound research interface (URI) to access raw RF data. A Siemens VF 10-5 linear array was used to acquire data using manual handling. Freehand palpation was performed on each resected prostate specimen. We used a controlled data collection procedure to facilitate comparison with pathology diagrams. The specimen was scanned both in the prone and supine position, and data was acquired in multiple transverse scans, from the base of the prostate towards the apex. RF data was used to generate strain images by the 2D DP method. Quantitative data was gathered about the detected lesions for each scan and then compared to pathology report and final tumor mapping on prostate diagrams recording the presence of cancer on transverse sections obtained every 3 mm from the apex to prostate base. Lesion registration was performed by matching areas of high strain on elastography with the corresponding transverse diagram (base, midline, apex) from the pathology report. Data was also compared with in-vivo and ex-vivo MRI scans. Multiple lesions (six malignant and two benign) were identified by elastography and then validated by pathology report and MRI scans ( Table 1 ). The appearance of the lesions on B-mode images did generally not allow for size measurements. Measured on the elastogram, the size of the lesions was generally bigger than was pointed by the MRI scans (Table 1 ). One reason is that the freehand palpation directions did not always identically match the MRI scan axes. On the other hand, elastography was closer in its estimates to the histological findings, which leads us to believe that certain parts of the lesions which looked benign on the MRI scans were actually correctly identified as hard tissue of cancer by the DP elastography method.
Specimen #1 presented multiple hard and soft lesions. Figure 3 (e) represents an ex-vivo T2-weighted coronal image from specimen MRI obtained at 9.4 Tesla. It shows detailed anatomy of the heterogeneous central gland with a solid nodule (arrow) representing benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH), as confirmed by the pathology report. Elastography was able to detect this solid nodule despite the heterogeneity of the prostate, both with the Siemens method (Figure 3 (c), (d) -solid arrow) , and with the 2D DP method (Figure 3 (a), (b) -solid  arrow) . Ex-vivo T2-weighted 9.4 Tesla coronal image from specimen MRI (Figure 3 (e) ) also shows a soft nodule (dashed arrow) and a hypointense nodule in the left peripheral zone of the prostate (circle) documented to represent prostate cancer on pathology. Elastography in the corresponding areas showed hard tissue reflecting the high cellular density within the prostate cancer (Figure 3 (a) -circle) . The axial sections acquired were also compared with histologic cross-sections, considered to be the gold standard. The prostate, submitted for histologic processing in four quadrant sections, has been digitally realigned to reconstruct a full histologic cross-section (Figure 4 (b) ). For prostate specimen #1, a tumor with Gleason score of 8 was observed at the prostate base, left side. Ultrasound B-mode is not enough to identify the tumor, but elastography was able to detect it (Figure 4 (a) ).
Specimen #2 presented a larger peripheral tumor which infiltrated the tissue outside the prostatic capsule . A similar infiltrated large mass was identified in specimen #3. Specimen #4 presented 2 (two) relatively small malignant masses localized in the peripheral zone towards the apex of the gland, while specimen #5 exhibited one large peripheral zone malignant tumor, which stretched on the entire right side of the gland, from the base, through the mid section and to the apex ( Figure 5 ).
With respect with our DP elastography algorithm, we noticed that tumors (hard or soft) and the urethra are more clearly visible in the elastogram, compared to the B-mode image. We noticed that the 2D DP method is able to generate low-noise elastograms using two frames belonging to the same compression or relaxation part of the palpation excitation, even at compression rates up to 10%. Imaging human prostate specimens ex-vivo was the first step in evaluating ultrasound elastography for use in a laparoscopic procedure. Currently available LUS probes have either a straight or sometimes bent, flexible tip ( Figure 6 ) housing the imaging hardware. A guidewire is sometimes used to deploy the probe in the desired area and position. The next step in the evaluation of ultrasound elastography technology will make use of a LUS probe. Using ex-vivo prostate specimens we will attempt to investigate palpation with a LUS probe, as well as optimal scan line locations in order to achieve lesion mapping with the least amount of added time to the surgical procedure.
Imaging cavernous nerves using an animal model
To our knowledge, the size of the human cavernous nerves has not been reported in the literature; anecdotal evidence estimates them to be 2-4 mm outer diameter. The sural nerve has been previously used as a graft for damaged cavernous nerves; 24, 25 it is reportedly 2-3 mm in outer diameter. 26 The rat model has been reently used to study the cavernous nerves.
27, 28 Fried et al found the rat cavernous nerve to be 500-1000 μ meters in width and 250-500 μ meters in depth. 27 Despite the smaller size, the rat model is well suited for ultrasound imaging because the rat cavernous nerve and ganglion are distinct structures, positioned superficially on the prostate gland, easy to visualize and scan (Figure 7 (a) ). The cavernous nerve in rat however, has very little surrounding vessels or fat tissue. This is a disadvantage of the rat model; in human the cavernous nerves are part of the neurovascular bundle and the prostatic nervous endings are also covered by the fat and the prostatic capsule.
Anesthesiologists have long used ultrasound B-mode for nerve imaging to increase success in nerve blocking procedures. Literature reports about nerve appearance in B-mode ultrasound are often contradictory. Nerve roots like the cervical or brachial plexus, have a monofascicular, hypoechoic appearance. like the sciatic or the median nerve appear on a transverse scan as a collection of hypoechoic fascicles encased in a hyperechoic sheath, often referred to as the "'honeycomb"' mark. [30] [31] [32] [33] No reports have been made so far as to the appearance of cavernous nerves on B-mode ultrasound, in either humans or other animal models. Our experience suggests that, given the small size of these structures, they usually appear hyperechoic, depending on size and orientation in the scanning plane (Figure 8 ). During our animal study, exposed cavernous nerves were initially identified visually. Validation was one of challenges we encountered, as it was very hard to confirm their identity by scanning along the course of the nerves. A pair of thin wires and a multimeter was used to create an electrical circuit on contact (Figure 7  (b) ). Using this setup we were able to point out the nerve or ganglion while imaging. Ultrasound B-mode, RF, elastography and color Doppler data were recorded from the animal subjects. RF acquisition was conducted using a Siemens Antares US scanner with an ultrasound research interface (URI) to access raw RF data. A Siemens VF 13-5 linear array (at 10MHz and a sampling rate of 40MHz) was used to acquire data using manual handling. Freehand palpation was performed on each exposed cavernous nerve. Our preliminary results show that elastography adds information about the nerve structure ( Figure 9 (b) ). As expected, nerves are harder, virtually non-compressible structures with respect to the surrounding structures. Elastography also improves differential diagnosis with the adjacent vessels ( Figure 9 (c) ). As compression is performed, nerves appear harder than the easily compresible neighboring vessels; color Doppler data validated the identification of neighboring vasculature ( Figure 9 (c) ).
Real-time imaging of cavernous nerves is an important part of achieving a successful nerve-sparing radical prostatectomy. Our preliminary results in an animal model are encouraging. We intend to continue our study as more controlled experiments are needed. A different animal model might be pursued in the future in an effort to better represent operating room conditions, where human cavernous nerves are surrounded by fat, vasculature and prostatic capsule. We also intend to evaluate the optimal ultrasound frequency needed to assure better confidence and resolution for nerve imaging. Evaluation of current LUS probes is a natural next step in this research area.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the paper we took the first steps in evaluating ultrasound elastography as an enabling technology for image guided laparoscopic robotic prostatectomy. Elastography as a technology was chosen as it allows for realtime acquisition of images of the prostate gland, can be miniaturized and incorporated into robot-assisted prostatectomy and similar to human palpation, allows for contact based interrogation of the prostate gland surface. Our 2D DP technique proved consistent in the identification of lesions; hard and soft, malignant and benign, located in the prostate's central gland or in the prostate peripheral zone. The results were validated by the pathology of human prostatectomy specimens, as well as by in vivo and ex vivo MRI findings. We also evaluated for the first time the use of elastography in identifying small nervous structures. Preliminary results from a cavernous nerves rat model were encouraging as well. The experiments' success with elastography performed on ex vivo human prostate specimens and on cavernous nerves in animal model encourages us to pursue further the evaluation of this technique as an in vivo imaging technology guiding laparoscopic and robot-assisted prostatectomies.
